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Abstract

In this article, we present a new method for visual face tracking that is carried out in a wavelet subspace. Initially, a wavelet

representation for the face template is created, which spans a low-dimensional subspace of the image space. The video sequence

frames, where the face is tracked, are then orthogonally projected into this subspace. This can be done efficiently through a small

number of applications of the wavelet filters. All further computations are performed in the low-dimensional wavelet subspace,

allowing real-time processing. An effective performance assessment is carried out to show robustness with respect to facial

expression and affine deformations, as well as the efficiency of our method, which allows real-time face tracking.

r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

This paper addresses the issue of affine real-time face
tracking. Real-time (RT, 25/30Hz) is a major requisite
for many human–computer-interface (HCI) and surveil-
lance applications, as well as for tele-conferencing and
tele-teaching tasks. For gesture, gaze, and pose estima-
tion applications, tracking has to be not only fast, but
also precise. A variety of tracking approaches already
exists [1–4] and the literature is briefly reviewed in
Section 2. In this work, we will use Gabor wavelet
networks (GWN) [5,6] in order to represent the face to
be tracked. It is worth saying that we have already
discussed a GWN-based real-time tracking method in
[7]. The method discussed in the present paper is related
to that approach and poses a considerable enhancement
in terms of efficiency, while exploiting the sparseness of
a wavelet representation.1

GWN combine the RBF networks’ and the Gabor
wavelets’ advantages. Objects are represented through a
e front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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linear combination of Gabor wavelets where the
parameters of each of the Gabor functions (such as
orientation, position and scale) are optimized to reflect
the particular local image structure. The use of Gabor
wavelet networks has several advantages, namely
1.
 By their very nature, Gabor wavelet networks are
invariant to some degree to affine deformations and
homogeneous changes in image brightness;
2.
 Gabor filters are good feature detectors [9,10] and the
optimized parameters of each Gabor wavelet reflect
the underlying image structure;
3.
 The Gabor wavelet weights are linearly related to the
Gabor filter responses and thus also reflect the
underlying local image structure;
4.
 The precision of the representation can be varied to
any desired degree ranging from a coarse to an almost
photo-realistic representation by simply varying the
number of used wavelets. Depending on the available
computer power and the necessary tracking precision,
the number of wavelets can be dynamically varied.

The above properties allow us to define a subspace of
the image space being given by the selectively chosen
Gabor wavelets. Property 3 allows an easy projection of
any image into the subspace, while property 2 assures

www.elsevier.com/locate/rti
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the great sparseness of the wavelet representation. These
aspects underly the approach discussed in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. Some related work

is discussed in Section 2 while some wavelet prelimin-
aries are presented in Section 3. We will review the
GWN framework in Section 4. In Section 5, we will
introduce our subspace tracking approach which is
shown to be this paper’s main contribution as an
improvement of the original method. Effective perfor-
mance assessment results corroborating our approach
are described in Section 6.1, while Section 6.2 discusses
the main advantages and drawbacks of our method with
respect to previous ones. The paper is concluded in
Section 7.
2. Related work

Many human face tracking approaches have been
proposed over the past years. The originality of each
approach, in general, relies on the choice of the face
model or representation used for tracking. Examples
include holistic representations, ranging from coarse
models (e.g. color-based [11]) to templates and para-
meterized models [12,3], face representations based on
contours [13,14], and also representations based on a
sparse collection of facial features [15,16]. We briefly
discuss some representative methods in this section. 3D
face models (e.g., [1]) are not covered, since our work is
focused on planar face tracking.
Holistic face representations that combine simple

visual cues such as color and motion [11] have been
widely used for face tracking. Representing a human
face as a moving skin-color blob allows real-time
tracking, also robust to out-of-plane face rotations. On
the other hand, a coarse model may be confused with
other objects of similar color and does not provide
precise face location in each video sequence frame.
The work proposed by Hager and Belhumeur [3]

describes an efficient framework for planar object
tracking. Using a discrete, region-based object repre-
sentation, tracking is posed as determining parameters
that describe the object motion along the sequence.
Illumination variation, a major problem in holistic
approaches, is handled by lower-dimensional linear
subspaces. They also use techniques from robust
statistics to treat partial occlusion. The system fails
under significant facial expression variation or out-of
plane rotations.
Active appearance models (AAMs) were proposed by

Cootes et al. [12] as a robust statistical technique for face
tracking. In this approach, an appearance face model,
encoding both texture and shape information, is built
from training data. Tracking is achieved by fitting the
learned model along the sequence, through an analysis
by synthesis approach. Different facial expressions and
illumination changes are well approximated, as long as
they are represented in the learning data. Recently, view-
based AAMs [17] were proposed to handle out-of-plane
face rotations. The optimization process for model
fitting is relatively fast, but still does not run in real-
time.
Contour-based face models are used to track the

elliptical contour of the head or the contour of specific
facial features. The idea of active contours, or snakes
[14], is to use a curve that is deformed and attracted to
an image contour, in response to a force system. The
active shape model approach (ASM) [13] is similar in
spirit to snakes. The main advantage is that the curve is
deformed according to the allowed object deformations,
statistically learned from training data. Tracking is
posed as determining the shape parameters along the
sequence to better fit the image evidence, subject to the
shape constraints represented by the model. Both
approaches work well on images where the contours
are well defined, but may fail in cluttered scenes.
Moreover, a good curve initialization must be provided.
Another well-established route toward efficient face

tracking is to represent a face based only on a sparse
collection of features. Such methods tend to be
insensitive to global changes in the intensity and
composition of the incident illumination. Maurer and
Malsburg [16] use Gabor filters as visual features for
face tracking. A set of face points is initially chosen a
priori, and for each selected point, a feature vector
called jet is computed through the application of Gabor
wavelets, with different scales and orientations. Jets are
then tracked individually with subpixel accuracy, under
large out-of-plane face rotations. However, the method
is computationally expensive and does not run in real-
time.
Mckenna and Gong [18] combined facial feature

tracking based on Gabor jets with an ASM to impose
global constraints and improve tracking. They also
showed the usefulness of Gabor filtering in head pose
estimation [19]. Their face tracking and pose estimation
system runs in real-time, but requires specialized hard-
ware for the Gabor wavelet transform computation.
Our approach uses a new wavelet representation for the
face image that is even sparser than the Gabor jet
representation. Our face model is based on wavelets
whose parameters and weights are optimized to approx-
imate the original face image. A related face model was
proposed by Howell and Buxton [20], which combines
Gabor wavelets with RBF networks. But this work
considers the Gabor filtering as preprocessing to provide
input to the RBF network, while in our method the
wavelets are part of the network.
Finally, it is important to mention that the face

models discussed above could be part of higher-level
tracking frameworks [21,22]. The condensation frame-
work [21] allows probabilistic tracking through the
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propagation of the conditional object state distribution
over time, based on a dynamic and measurement model.
Zhou et al. [23] used condensation for simultaneous
tracking and recognition of human faces. More recently,
Wang et al. [24] showed that condensation tracking is
further improved by learning the intrinsic object
structure in embedded space. In addition to condensa-
tion, the incremental focus of attention (IFA) [22]
framework could be used as a layer-based representation
for fast tracking recovery.
3. Wavelet preliminaries

The wavelet transform is a mathematical tool that has
been developed and applied in very different fields such
as signal and image processing, astronomy, medicine
and finances, to name but a few [25–28]. This section
discusses some of the main concepts related to the 2D
wavelet transform [26].
The gray-level image can be seen as a function f ðx; yÞ;

ðx; yÞ 2 R2; where R2 ¼ R� R denotes the real plane.
Formally, the image f ðx; yÞ is represented as a square
integrable (i.e. finite energy) function defined over R2;
which is denoted as f 2 L2ðR2Þ [25]. We also denote 2D
points in the real plane as bold letters for simplicity’s
sake, e.g. x ¼ ðx; yÞ: Therefore, f ðxÞ represents a gray-
level image. The continuous wavelet transform of a 2D
signal f ðxÞ can be defined as

Wcðb; y; sÞ ¼ C
�1=2
c

1

s

Z
c�

ðs�1r�yðx� bÞÞf ðxÞd2x (1)

where C, c; b; y; and s stand for the normalizing
constant, the mother wavelet, the translation vector, the
rotation angle and the dilation (i.e. scale) parameter,
respectively. c� denotes the complex conjugate of the
mother wavelet c; which is a function that is well-
localized in the space and in the frequency domains and
presents zero mean (i.e. null DC component) [25]. The
resulting transform is often complex, depending on the
chosen wavelet. There are many alternatives for
visualizing and interpreting the obtained wavelet trans-
form, and the reader is referred to [29] as a good
reference on this subject.
One of the most popular mother wavelets is the

Gabor wavelet [8], also called Morlet [25], which can be
efficiently tuned to specific frequencies [30,25]. This
property allows the application of this wavelet to detect
specific image structures of interest whilst leaving
undesirable artifacts such as noise out. Furthermore,
the Gabor wavelet is known to be directional, in the
sense of being effective in selecting orientations. The 2D
Gabor wavelet is defined as

cM ðxÞ ¼ expðjk0xÞ exp �1
2
kAxk2

� �
(2)
where j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
and

A ¼
��1=2 0

0 1

" #
; �X1 (3)

is an array that defines the anisotropy of the filter, i.e. its
elongation in a given direction [25]. In other words, the
larger � is, the more elongated is the mother wavelet
along the x-axis with respect to the y-axis. By varying
the rotation parameter y of the wavelet transform (Eq.
(1)), it is possible to orient the elongated wavelet in any
desirable direction.
The Gabor wavelet is a complex exponential multi-

plying a 2D Gaussian, where k0 is a vector that defines
the frequency of the complex exponential in the x and in
the y directions, i.e.

k0 ¼
kx

ky

� �
: (4)

The Gabor wavelet is shown in Fig. 1(a) as a surface
and 1(b) as an image. Because this wavelet is represented
on a complex number plane, only the real part is shown.
The role played by the wavelet parameters is

fundamental, both the transform parameters (i.e. b; y;
and s, see Eq. (1)) and the Gabor wavelet parameters.
The size of the mother wavelet is changed by varying the
scale parameter s. The translation parameter b is
responsible for shifting the mother wavelet throughout
the image and is therefore important in detecting and
representing specific structures that may appear any-
where in the image. By varying the orientation
parameter y; an anisotropic mother wavelet selects
structures in different orientations. As far as the Gabor
wavelets parameters are concerned, when the frequency
parameter ky is increased, the number of wavelet
oscillations in the y direction is also increased. On the
other hand, changing the elongation parameter may
lead to wavelets from a wavelet with no elongation to a
much more elongated one in a given direction. It is clear
from these considerations that the parameters may be
configured in different ways in order to make the
wavelet suitable for analyzing image structures of
different shapes, which is explored by the face repre-
sentation approach explained below.
The existence of so many parameters that vary

continuously lead to a transform flexible enough to
represent the image information in a suitable way.
Furthermore, the fact that the wavelet transform of Eq.
(1) has an inverse means that no information is lost.
Nevertheless, that wavelet transform is seldom calcu-
lated and used by varying all parameters and it can
obviously not be visualized in such high dimension
parameter space. Instead, some approaches attempt to
keep some parameters fixed. For instance, the scale and
angle parameters (s and y; respectively) may be kept
fixed for some a priori defined values s ¼ s0 and y ¼ y0;
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Fig. 1. Gabor (or Morlet) wavelet shown as a surface in (a) and as an image in (b).
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with the resulting wavelet transform being represented
as a 2D function defined in Eq. (5) (the so-called position

representation [25])

WcðbÞ ¼ C
�1=2
c

1

s0

Z
c�

ðs�10 r�y0ðx� bÞÞf ðxÞd2x: (5)

The approach followed in this paper explores a
different idea. Instead of keeping some of the para-
meters fixed, an optimization algorithm is applied in
order to find a good parameter configuration to
represent a face, as explained in the next section.
2We use the notation f ; g; . . . to generally refer to continuous

functions, while we use I ; J ; . . . when we explicitly refer to discrete gray
value images.
4. Gabor wavelet networks

The basic idea of the wavelet networks was first stated
in [31], and the use of Gabor functions is inspired by the
fact that they are recognized to be good feature
detectors [9,10].
The GWN is explored by taking the imaginary part of

the original Gabor wavelet (which is complex-valued).
Furthermore, the complex exponential frequency is
taken as 1 and the elongation parameter is controlled
by taking two different scale parameters associated to
the x- and y-axes, i.e. sx and sy: To define a GWN, we
start out, generally speaking, by taking a family of N

odd Gabor wavelet functions W ¼ fcn1
; . . . ;cnN

g of the
form

cnðx; yÞ ¼ exp �1
2
½sxððx � cxÞ cos y� ðy � cyÞ sin yÞ2

�
þ½syððx � cxÞ sin yþ ðy � cyÞ cos yÞ2

�
� sinðsxððx � cxÞ cos y� ðy � cyÞ sin yÞÞ; ð6Þ

with n ¼ ðcx; cy; y; sx; syÞ
T: Here, cx; cy denote the

translation of the Gabor wavelet, sx; sy denote the
dilation, and y denotes the orientation. The choice of N
is arbitrary and related to the degree of desired
representation precision of the network. In order to
find the GWN for a function f 2 L2ðR2Þ (f dc-free,
w.l.o.g.) the energy functional

E ¼ min
ni ;wi for all i

f �
X

i

wicni


























2

2

(7)

is essentially minimized with respect to the weights wi

and the wavelet parameter vector ni: The wavelet
parameter vectors ni are optimized under a side
condition of a Lagrange multiplier fðn1; . . . ; nNÞ: The
function f assures that the ni do not diverge but stay
within a range as specified in [32].
The two vectors

W ¼ ðcn1
; . . . ;cnN

Þ
T

and

w ¼ ðw1; . . . ;wN Þ
T

define then the Gabor wavelet network ðW;wÞ for the
function f.
In other words, considering a discrete image2 I,

a Gabor wavelet network is defined through an
N-dimensional vector of weights wi and an
N-dimensional vector of Gabor wavelets cni

; where
the weights wi and the parameter vectors ni are
chosen such that the weighted sum of Gabor wavelets
cni

approximates the discrete gray value image
I optimally.
From the optimal wavelets W and weights w of the

Gabor wavelet network, the function f can be (closely)
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Fig. 2. Face images reconstructed with different number of wavelets.

Fig. 3. A function g 2 L2ðR2Þ is mapped by the linear mapping ~W into

the vector w 2 RN : The mapping of w into L2ðR2Þ is achieved with the

linear mapping W: Both mappings constitute an orthogonal projection

of a function g 2 L2ðR2Þ into the subspace hWi � L2ðR2Þ:

R.S. Feris et al. / Real-Time Imaging 10 (2004) 339–350 343
reconstructed by a linear combination of the weighted
wavelets

f̂ ¼
XN

i¼1

wicni
¼ WTw:

Clearly, the quality of the image representation and
reconstruction depends on the number N of wavelets
and can be varied to reach almost any desired precision.
An example of reconstruction can be seen in Fig. 2. In

this example, a family of 216 wavelets has been
distributed over the inner face region of the rightmost
image I by minimizing Eq. (7). Different reconstructions
Î obtained by the application of Eq. (8) for different
values of N are shown.
3To include the shear in the parameter set of the wavelets, see [6].
4.1. Direct calculation of weights

The weights wi of a GWN are directly related to the
local filter responses of the Gabor filters cni

:
Gabor wavelet functions are not orthogonal,
thus implying that, for a given family W of Gabor
wavelets, it is not possible to calculate a weight wi by a
simple projection of the image onto the Gabor wavelet
cni

: In fact, a family of dual wavelets ~W ¼ f ~cn1
. . . ~cnN

g

has to be considered. The wavelet ~cnj
is the dual

wavelet of cni
iff hcni

; ~cnj
i ¼ di;j : With ~W ¼

ð ~cn1
; . . . ; ~cnN

Þ
T; we can write ½hW; ~Wi ¼ 1: In other

words, given g 2 L2ðR2Þ and a GWN W ¼

fcn1
; . . . ;cnN

g; the optimal weights for g are given by
wi ¼ hg; ~cni

i: It can be shown that ~cni
¼

P
jðW

�1Þi;jcnj
;

where Wi;j ¼ hcni
;cnj

i [6].
The above equations allow us to define the operator

TW : L2ðR2Þ7�!hðcn1
; . . . ;cnN

Þi (8)

as follows: given a set W of optimal wavelets of a GWN,
the operator TW represents an orthogonal projection of
a function g onto the closed linear span of W (see Eq. (8)
and Fig. 3), i.e.

ĝ ¼ TWðgÞ ¼ g ~WW ¼
XN

i¼1

wicni
with w ¼ g ~W: ð9Þ
5. Face tracking in wavelet subspace

In this section, we will present our efficient approach
for real-time face tracking in wavelet subspace. For this,
we first consider a GWN ðW; vÞ that is optimized for a
certain face image. As previously mentioned, hWi defines
a low-dimensional wavelet subspace, while v is the
optimal weight vector obtained by an orthogonal
projection of the facial image onto the closed linear span
of W: We will call the components of v reference weights.
Since the affine deformation is a native degree of

freedom of a GWN, we exploit this property to perform
face tracking. Basically, the set of basis functions
fcn1

; . . . ;cnN
g that span the wavelet subspace hWi is

affinely distorted, until the set of weights, obtained by the
orthogonal projection of the current frame into this
subspace, is nearest to the reference weight vector v: In
other words, we deform the wavelet network to match the
face image in each frame, and this can be carried out
efficiently in the low-dimensional wavelet subspace. An
affine deformation of a wavelet network (and, respectively,
the wavelet subspace hWi) is carried out by considering the
entire wavelet network as a single wavelet [6]

WnðxÞ ¼
X

i

wicni
ðSRðx� cÞÞ; (10)

where the vector n ¼ ðcx; cy; y; sx; sy; sxyÞ
3 defines the

dilation matrix S; the rotation matrix R and the
translation vector c; respectively.
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The orthogonal projection of a face image I into the
subspace hWi; given by the set of weights w; is computed
very fast through a small number of wavelet filtrations.
Recall from Section 4.1 that wi ¼ hI ; ~cni

i; where
~cni

¼
P

jðW
�1Þi;jcnj

: This corresponds to the following
equation:

wi ¼
X

j

ðW�1Þi;jhI ;cnj
i: (11)

Thus, the optimal weights wi are derived from a linear
combination of wavelet filtrations, where the coefficients
are given by the inverse of matrix Wi;j ¼ hcni

;cnj
i:

It can be shown that the matrix Wi;j is, except for a
scalar factor, invariant with respect to affine transfor-
mations of the wavelet network. It can therefore
be computed offline and beforehand. Hence, the
weights wi are computed efficiently with Eq. (11)
through a local application hI ;cni

i for each of the N

Gabor wavelets cni
:

Let n ¼ ðcx; cy; y; sx; sy; sxyÞ be an affine parameter
vector which describes a network parameterization. Our
objective is to gradually change these parameters until
the orthogonal projection of the current frame J into the
wavelet subspace hWi; given by the set of weights w; is
nearest the reference weights v: In other words, we must
optimize the parameters n with respect to the energy
functional

E ¼ min
n

kv� wkW (12)

with

wi ¼
X

j

1

sx � sy

ðW�1Þi;jhJ;cnj
ðSRðx� cÞÞi; (13)

where S is the dilation matrix, R is the rotation
matrix and c is the translation vector, all defined
through the vector ðcx; cy; y; sx; sy; sxyÞ: During tracking,
this optimization is done for each successive frame. As
there is not much difference between adjacent frames,
the optimization is fast. To minimize the energy
functional (12), the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
was used.
In Eq. (12) we used the notation kv� wkW to refer to a

distance between vectors v and w of the subspace hWi:
However, it is not yet clear how this distance measure
should be calculated. One could use the Euclidean
distance between two vectors, as done in [33]. However,
that distance measure misses any interpretation in this
context and all wavelets are equally treated, even though
they might be of different scales.
Therefore, we propose a different distance measure,

which is based on the Euclidean distance between
vectors of the image space. We thus define the difference
kv� wkW as the Euclidean distance between the two
respective images f and g

kv� wkW ¼ kTWðf Þ �TWðgÞk2

¼
XN

i¼1

vicni
�

XN

j¼1

wjcnj


























2

: ð14Þ

Various transformations lead to

kv� wkW ¼
X

i;j

ðvi � wiÞðvj � wjÞhcni
;cnj

i

" #1=2

¼ ðv� wÞtWi;jðv� wÞ: ð15Þ

The matrix of pairwise scalar products Wi;j ¼

hcni
;cnj

i is the same as the one in Section 4.1 and Eq.
(11). Note that if the wavelets fcni

g were orthogonal,
then W would be the unity matrix and Eq. (15) would
describe the same distance measure as proposed in [33].
The method presented here is related to the one

described in [7], which also uses GWN for face
representation. However, that technique performs
tracking through a typical pattern matching in the
image-space, using the wavelet representation as tem-
plate. Compared to that method, our approach poses a
considerable enhancement in terms of efficiency, as it
provides a great data reduction, considering that
tracking is done in a low-dimensional wavelet subspace.
Indeed, a similar pattern matching is carried out (see
Eqs. (12) and (14)), but this is done based only on
wavelet weights, sparing out the computationally
demanding template reconstruction and pixel-wise
sum-of-squared-difference computation required in the
image-based tracking.
6. Experiments

In this section, we describe our experimental results
and then discuss the advantages and drawbacks of our
technique with respect to other face tracking methods.

6.1. Results

The proposed approach for affine face tracking was
successfully tested on various image sequences (see
http://www.vision.ime.usp.br/~cesar/journals/rti04-
tracking/ for a representative set of test sequences). The
tracking videos in this directory are: demo.mpg, which
shows a challenging sequence with variations in expres-
sion, pose and lighting; demo2.avi, which demonstrates
tracking under fast motion and background distrac-
tions; failure.avi, a typical failure case situation;
person11.avi and person12.avi, which shows two exam-
ples of a database of 40 sequences that we collected
for facial analysis using tracking information; tracksca-

le.avi, which demonstrates tracking under large
scale changes; optimized.avi and non-optimized.avi, a

http://www.vision.ime.usp.br/~cesar/journals/rti04tracking/
http://www.vision.ime.usp.br/~cesar/journals/rti04tracking/
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comparison between tracking with adaptive and non-
adaptive filters. All test sequences showed a person in
motion, more or less frontal to the camera, so that the
facial features are always visible. Note that we show the
position of specific facial features in the tracking videos.
This is just to show the precision of our results; it does
not mean that the features were tracked individually.
Our experiments demonstrate the ability of our

method to track a face as it undergoes changes in pose
and expression. Although we have represented the face
as a rigid object undergoing limited motion, we realize
that different face expressions and small depth varia-
tions exhibited by facial features are enough to be well-
approximated by the affine wavelet model. Further-
more, since Gabor wavelets are DC free, our approach
also showed robustness with respect to homogeneous
changes in image brightness.
Concerning tracking precision, we have evaluated the

proposed method with respect to the number of wavelets
used in the representation. As the first step, we recorded
a video sequence that shows a person undergoing
different poses and facial expressions (demo.mpg). On
the face of that person, a GWN with 116 Gabor
wavelets was optimized and used to estimate the
‘‘ground truth’’ affine parameters in each frame. A
human operator adjusted the frames where facial feature
points were not precisely located, for the ground truth
Fig. 4. Sample frames of our wavelet subspace tracking. Note that the track

deformations of the face image.
estimation. Fig. 4 illustrates some frames of our
subspace tracking results, using this wavelet representa-
tion. Note that the tracking method is robust to
variations in rotation, scale, and strong expression
changes. Fig. 5 shows tracking frames under large scale
changes (see trackscale.avi for this test sequence).
Now, we want to analyze the decrease of precision

when using a smaller number of wavelets in the
representation. For that, from the large GWN above,
GWNs that contained only the largest 51, 22 and 9
wavelets, sorted according to decreasing normalized
weights, were used for tracking. The graphs in Fig. 6
depict the estimation of the face parameters x-position,
y-position and angle y as well as the ground-truth in
each frame.
In the graphs, we can see that the tracking precision

increases with an increasing number of applied wavelets.
On the other hand, the tracking speed is improved when
the number of wavelets is small. Clearly, the number of
applied wavelets is task dependent and can be dynami-
cally changed. Within a specific application (e.g., face
tracking), we could evaluate the computational power
and adjust automatically the number of wavelets to keep
a specific frame rate. For other applications (e.g. facial
expression synthesis), we would require more wavelets
for better reconstruction, but this is a task-dependent
selection.
ing method is robust to facial expressions variations as well as affine
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Fig. 5. Tracking frames under large-scale variation.

Fig. 6. Estimation of the face parameters x-position, y-position and angle y in each frame, using GWNS with 9, 22 and 51 wavelets. The ground-

truth is depicted to illustrate the decrease of precision when considering few wavelets.

R.S. Feris et al. / Real-Time Imaging 10 (2004) 339–350346
The resolution of the image frames showed in Fig. 4 is
160� 120 pixels and the size of the inner face region in
which the GWN was optimized is 50� 65 pixels. Using
only 9 wavelets, the computing time for each Leven-
berg–Marquardt cycle was 15ms on a 1GHz Linux-
Athlon. Higher performance is achieved for smaller face
regions, or fewer parameters (e.g. just translation and
rotation). It is worth saying that the number of cycles
for each frame depends on the distance of the initial
parameters from the local minimum, which is directly
related to object speed. Increasing the number of
wavelets in the representation leads to a more precise
but slower tracking. For instance, using 51 wavelets, a
computing time of 85ms per cycle was required in each
frame.
We compared tracking efficiency with the work we

proposed in [7]. This work also makes use of a Gabor
wavelet network representation, but tracking is carried
out in image domain, requiring a computationally
expensive pixelwise operation in each frame. In contrast,
our technique is efficiently carried out in wavelet
subspace. Comparing with the image-based method,
we observed in our experiments a speedup of a factor
two for each single Levenberg–Marquardt cycle, but
with a slight increase in the number of needed cycles.
Fig. 7 illustrates this comparison.
In our experiments, we verified that, by considering a

GWN of 40� 40 pixels, the optimization correctly
converges in each frame if the inter-frame motion is
approximately 10 pixels in x and y position, 10 degrees
in orientation and 20% in scale. This allows tracking
under fast object motion, as shown in the demo2.avi

video sequence.
An interesting question to be considered is whether

tracking with non-adaptive wavelets would achieve
similar results as tracking based on wavelet networks.
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To answer this question, we compared tracking in both
cases, using a small number of wavelets. More
specifically, we considered an example where the filters
are initially displaced in a 2� 2 and 3� 3 grid in the
inner face region, with random scales and orientations.
If we keep such wavelet parameters fixed, and make only
the weights adaptive, the image reconstruction is poor
and tracking fails, as shown in Fig. 8 (upper row). For
testing tracking based on wavelet networks, we used the
same set of wavelets for the network initialization. After
making both wavelet parameters and weights adaptive,
the representation encodes more information and
tracking is carried out successfully (Fig. 8, bottom
row). The video sequences optimized.avi and non-

optimized.avi illustrate this comparison. We also refer
to the work of one of the authors of this paper, which
demonstrates the advantages of using adaptive wavelets
for pose estimation [5]. This could be explored in view-
based tracking for handling out-of-plane face rotations.
6.2. Discussion

Gabor filters as measurement models have been
successfully employed in state-of-the-art face tracking
Fig. 7. Comparison of tracking carried out in image space and wavelet

subspace.

Fig. 8. Tracking comparison using adaptive and non-adaptive filters. Note

reconstruction and tracking with a small number of filters.
systems (see e.g., Eyematic/Neven Vision product—
http://www.nevenvision.com/product-ffT.html). When
compared to other methods, our technique would
inherit the same pros and cons of traditional Gabor
filter tracking methods [16,34], which considers wavelets
with fixed parameters. However, for a small number of
filters (desired for efficient tracking), our approach
offers superior performance (as shown in Fig. 8), due to
the fact that adaptive wavelets provide a richer compact
face representation. Moreover, our method is carried
out efficiently in wavelet subspace, thus allowing real-
time processing.
Why not use other subspace methods (such as PCA

[35]) or LDA [36]) for face tracking, rather than wavelet
networks? Most subspace methods only work in very
specific scenarios. PCA, for instance, generally only
works if the data is distributed normally in the feature
space. For most applications e.g., for faces in real-world
scenarios, the data distribution is not known and PCA
has already shown limited success. In this context,
support vector machines [37] become very attractive.
They are closely related to RBF networks and exploit
the fact that the basis functions are positive semi-
definite. Indeed, a publication on the theory of net-
works, very closely related to our work [38], studies the
optimization of the weights and parameters of radial
basis functions under the Tikhonov stabilizer. Though
not stated explicitly, we use a similar method in order to
find the weights and parameters for each of the network
wavelets. Wavelet networks and SVMs in this respect
have a great similarity, however with the major
difference that an aquivilent of the Mercer’s theorem
for odd functions is missing, which would allow to
decouple the odd Gabor wavelets into two orthogonal
components (as done with the SVM-kernels). Given the
good experiences with Gabor wavelet networks, a
deeper understanding of this subspace method is
wishful. Presently, there is interesting ongoing research
to investigate and understand that problem [39].
that making both wavelets and weights adaptive allows better image

http://www.nevenvision.com/product-ffT.html
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Even though we do not consider an explicit deforma-
tion parameter (such as in deformable models like AAM
[12] and ASM [13]), our sparse representation with
spatially localized wavelets allows great robustness with
respect to large expression changes. We refer to the
video sequence demo.mpg, which shows our tracking
result under large facial deformations—a typical case
where traditional correlation-based methods would fail.
Moreover, since we have a feature-based wavelet
representation, partial occlusions and outliers have a
local effect in our model. Thus, a robust norm, such as
Geman McClure [40] could be used to discard outliers.
This compares favorably with other holistic representa-
tions such as PCA, where the error due to e.g. partial
occlusions is spread over all the image.
As already mentioned, Gabor filters are DC-free, thus

achieving a certain amount of localized normalization
for illumination. Fig. 9 illustrates two frames of the test
video sequence showed in Fig. 4 with respective
histograms, showing the lighting variation. We note,
however, that our method fails under strong illumina-
tion changes. In such cases, we suggest the use of explicit
models for illumination compensation, such as those
based on spherical harmonics [41].
In this paper, we have not handled the issue of out of

plane face rotations. Fig. 10 shows a typical failure
example, where the user turns his head away from the
camera. On the other hand, the works of McKenna and
Fig. 9. Two frames of the test video sequence sh

Fig. 10. A typical failure situation, where the u
Gong [19] and Maurer and Malsburg [16] have proven the
usefulness of Gabor wavelets for coping with head pose
variations. Gabor filtered pose manifolds in fact offer
more linearity than intensity-based pose manifolds [42].
We intend to exploit this information in a view-based
scheme for achieving tracking under large pose variations.
It is well known that Gabor filters are good feature

detectors [9,10]. They have been widely used for feature
localization [33], but reported tracking methods are
computationally expensive. With a small set of opti-
mally selected filters, we are able to achieve real-time
tracking, while keeping good accuracy.
GWNs invite the closest comparison with the well-

known Gabor jet approach, which was also used for face
tracking [16]. The advantage of GWNs is that they offer
a sparser representation of image data. This is because
the wavelet parameters are selectively chosen from the
continuous space, in contrast with the Gabor jet
approach, which is based on the discrete wavelet
transform. For example, considering just 52 wavelets,
GWNs provide a good representation for a face image
(see Fig. 2), whereas the Gabor jet approach would
require many more wavelets to get a comparable
representation. In our search, we have not seen a face
tracking approach based on Gabor filters with para-
meters and weights optimally tuned. This allows efficient

tracking with a small number of wavelets, which would
not be possible if the filters are not made adaptive.
owed in Fig. 4 with respective histograms.

ser turns his head away from the camera.
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Finally, it is also worth mentioning the work of Hager
and Belhumeur [3], which uses an affine model to track
the face. This work has the advantage of being even
faster than GWN tracking. On the other hand, the
GWN approach avoids the discrete data interpolation
required in the former, since, in this case, we deal with a
continuous wavelet representation.
7. Conclusions

We have presented a novel method for real-time face
tracking which is carried out in wavelet subspace. Our
method uses a face representation based on Gabor
wavelet networks (GWNs), which allows us to perform
efficient tracking under affine face deformations and
homogeneous changes in image brightness. This method
has been used by a graph-based facial feature segmenta-
tion algorithm described in [43], leading to successful
results. Our experiments also show invariance to
significant expression changes.
As future work, we plan to address the problems of

out of plane face rotations and significant illumination
changes, using a view-based scheme and an explicit
model for illumination compensation.
Our method could also be part of more general

tracking frameworks. For instance, the incremental focus

of attention framework [22] could be used for fast failure
recovery, having our wavelet subspace tracker as the
feature tracking layer. Another example is the Con-
densation framework [21], where our wavelet features
could be used for an effective measurement model. In
this case, Condensation tracking would replace our
Levenberg–Marquardt optimization, possibly reducing
problems with local minima.
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